
THE TUG MCGRAW FOUNDATION’S

www.tugmcgraw.org

Supporting wounded warriors’ recovery and transition through creative 
self-expression using the art of digital photography…
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Session ONE                                                                          January 2013 
       
This image was created for the second fStop assignment, “Self-Portrait”.  The 
photographer holds an image of a loved one on the beach in Oceanside, CA. 
    

“Being introduced to the photography world has greatly impacted my life. 
It allows me to express myself in a way that I can no longer do with words. 
Suffering from PTSD has been a huge challenge for me these past few years, 
and I finally have found my way of coping. My pictures are personal to me, and I 
only hope that I can evoke powerful feelings in others as well.”

Stellajo                Jennifer Ratliff 

Session THREE                                                                            July 2013 
       
“Frankie” brought this image in for fStop’s third assignment, “The Beach”.  This 
was the second attempt by the photographer to capture this rock on a beach in 
San Diego, CA. The first image didn’t work and required the Instructor’s “Re-
Shoot” option.  It was worth the wait!

“To be honest I had stumbled upon the fStop course by chance. It was never 
really my intention to let it be my outlet, but it was a perfect match. I survived a 
fatal accident and could have lost everything. By luck or God’s might I survived. 
One minute I was playing cards with my friends the next I was waking up at 
the hospital with no recollection of how I got there.  Now that I lived, I was 
stuck on the question why had I survived. Why me? I entered the course not 
looking for anything, but upon further reflection I have found the greatest form of 
storytelling. A tool that helps me answer why I have survived. Peace....”

Peace             Francisco Lopez  
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Session FIVE                                                                                 May 2013 
       
Robert worked on this image in Photoshop for a long time.  The image has a 
slight unreal quality to it.               

“This image symbolizes my outlook and how it has changed through the lens of 
the camera.  By expressing my imagination and artistic qualities there comes a 
calming, an almost absence of reality.  Through fStop and the generosity of the 
Tug McGraw Foundation, the world has become my field of view.   I can feel a 
new resiliency through the lens of my camera and a new language of unspoken 
volumes, my vision no longer blurred, with hope and progress in sight.”

DOG1                Robert Stence  

Session ONE/FIVE                                                                      June 2014 
       
This image of a fountain at the San Juan Capistrano Mission is impressive in 
both its beauty and quiet strength.  Josh has a great “eye” and a desire to learn 
everything about the world of digital photography.  His work reflects those skills 
and gifts.

“I signed up for the class through the fStop program because I always had a 
desire to learn photography.  This program has given me the ability creatively to 
stay busy, which in turn keeps my mind off the negative issues I face daily.  This 
class has been very enjoyable for me due to the way Terence teaches the class 
in a positive and fun way.” 

The Fountain           Josh Ghering   
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Session THREE                                                                      October 2013 
       
Andrew came to fStop already a competent photographer and his work has 
always been disciplined and beautiful at the same time.
His image of the San Diego’s skyline at night is one of his best images while he 
was with fStop.  

“Growing up on the shores of Florida witnessing amazing sunsets and scenery 
everyday was such a lucky experience.  But as time went on I began to realize 
how people became so caught up with work and stress that they started to 
overlook the wonderful sights the world had to offer right in front of them.  My 
goal in photography is to help people see the “everyday ordinary routine” and 
bring it back to life.” 

Skyline          

Session THREE/FIVE                                                                  June 2014 
       
Hai Nugyen’s image of a close friend and his family standing in the middle of a 
neighborhood roundabout expresses his own journey and struggles returning 
from his deployments; to come all the way home.  

First Prize Winner, Torch 1975 Art Contest  - August 2014

“Many times we return home from distant countries and distant wars --but we 
never really make it back. It feels beyond us to drop our packs and let go--
too much intensity and too much reality. The weight and effects follow us like 
shadows that we cannot outrun and soon this stress affects those around us. No 
matter how hard we work to bridge the two, we still find ourselves.......Far  From 
Home.”

Andrew Sokol              Far From Home         Hai C Nguyen
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Session ONE                                                                          January 2013 
        
Grace arrived at the first fStop Session ONE in 2013 with a massive talent and 
the attitude and energy to “get it done.”  All of her work was excellent, creative 
and always on point.  I love her work!

“Time never stops, & a majority of the time, neither do we. Our days quickly turn into a decade 
past, youth into old age. Photography gives us a chance to keep a piece of that past time & can 
remind us that we all have something to be thankful for. I’ve always enjoyed taking photographs 
since I can remember, but never truly realized that it is both an art & an irreplaceable piece of 
history, until now. I love photographing the things that we pass day after day without a second 
glance, capturing it in ways that provoke passers by to stop to take a closer look. Part of the 
adventure of photography is discovering just how ordinary things can become quite extraordinary if 
we only take the time to search from an uncommon perspective. I believe we can better cherish & 
be grateful for life no matter what season or trials of life we’re in- by capturing these moments, as 
each one is undeniably unique; so it shall never come to pass the same way ever again... It would 
bring a smile to my heart to know if even just one of my photographs seized your attention for the 
briefest moment of intrigue, curiosity, or better yet- if you walked away thanking the Lord for even 

just one thing in your life.”

Session FIVE                                                                               June 2014 
       
Chris showed up at the Photo Lab about half way thru Session FIVE wanting 
to somehow get into the class.  I almost said no, thinking he’d never be able to 
catch up to the other students. I was so wrong.  Chris imparts a quiet but intense 
feeling to all of his work.  

“fStop has given me a better understanding of how to paint with light and 
shadow. It has given me an opportunity to present what I see through my eyes 
and capture it, so it can be presented for others.  This has given a different 
perspective of how to keep my mind occupied and continue to seek constructive 
ways to enhance my current talents in animation and illustration.” 

The Library          Grace Chittum GoPro Surf       Chris Nims
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Session ONE                                                                        February 2013 
       
For the fStop assignment Pan, Blur and Focus, “Q” arrived with his image made 
“close to home”!  Not only did he nail the technical aspect of the assignment the 
resulting images is so much fun!

“My photos are usually based around nature and wildlife. I believe with the hustle 
and bustle of every day life we tend to forget about the things that are beautiful 
around us. It seems that with our technology filled life we take for granted most 
of our everyday beauty and forget how things around us are still organic.” 

Session TWO                                                                            March 2013 
      
Jay’s work has always appealed to me due to the stillness and creativity of 
his compositions.  It is unfortunate that we do not have space for more of this 
wonderful work in our exhibition!

“I am an injured service member stationed with the wounded warrior battalion 
waiting medical retirement. I have always known I have liked photography but 
didn’t realize my potential until attending the fStop Warrior Project class.  I get 
my inspiration for photography from my childhood. Growing up in the outdoors I 
love taking landscape and wildlife photography.” 

Lift Off Jason Quinonies Lone Pelican Jay Kemp
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Session ONE                                                                          January 2013 
       
Pedro arrived for the first Session, with a great “eye” and a hunger to bring his 
best work to our fStop lectures.  His images are always polished technically and 
full of beautiful surprises.  

“All I see beyond the lens is beauty, serenity and peacefulness, healing my 
wounds.”

Foggy Day        Ernesto Pedro Aquino

Session SIX                                                                       September 2014 
     
When Doug brought his Artist Statement to the class, I didn’t know how to 
respond.  I still don’t!

“I was wounded in combat in Iraq and have spent the last several years trying to 
rehabilitate my injuries, both physical and mental, with only limited success. That 
all changed when I started the fStop program. I never thought that a program 
focused on emotional expression, art, and technical skill would have such an 
impact on me and the Marines in the class with me. Through the instruction 
of photography, Terence has found a medium that connects with warriors still 
fighting their own personal battles. The attention to detail required of a good 
photographer exercises the cognitive and emotional muscles that have atrophied 
in so many wounded warriors. Thanks to the fStop program, many more Marines 
like me will have the chance for hope, expression, and joy that I have found 
since attending the program.”

Self Portrait Douglas Cullins
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Session SIX                                                                       November 2014 
      
Paul has been a rock during his time with fStop.  In class Paul has been 
spot on with his assignments, while his willingness to reach out and help his 
fellow marines has always impressed me.  I particularly appreciate his honest 
approach, his willingness to share his feelings about his work and his recovery.    

“I cannot talk accurately about “fStop”. What I can talk sincerely about is the effect this amazing 
program has had in my personal life. One of the most successful parts of the program is the 
homework assignment.  The effect that the homework assignments have on the participants is not 
only technically beneficial, but also therapeutic. “Self Portrait” was definitely the most challenging 
one; not only technically, but this is the one where I had to reveal myself to the camera and allow 
the vulnerable side of my most significant injury be open to the interpretation of the spectator. This 
assignment was specially challenging when I had to explain it in the classroom to Mr. Ford and to 
the rest of the students. I knew not only I was leaving myself open for photographic criticism, but 
I was also opening up about my injuries, my recovery struggles, and my personal life. I decided 
to name this picture “Facing your worse enemy” or “Staring at your worse enemy in the eyes” 
because this picture symbolizes what a few medical professionals have told me: “YOU ARE YOUR 
OWN WORSE ENEMY”.

My Own Worst Enemy       Paul Barron

Session THREE                                                                      October 2013 
     
Rick’s image for the Self Portrait assignment was a realization both for the 
fStop class and the Company A command.  A perfect example of providing the 
wounded warrior with a new language, no one at the time knew that Rick had 
been issued 31 different medications, until his image arrived during Session 
Three.  That changed when Navy Medicine saw this image and assigned a 
Pharmacist Mate to the Battalion full time.

“The fStop program has allowed me an opportunity that I would not have had 
under normal circumstances.  I appreciate the chance to view the world through 
a different perspective and to be taught how to manipulate the ordinary things 
that I see into something beautiful.”

Medications Richard Luna
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TECHNICAL NOTES ON PRINTS
All prints made using the EPSON Stylus Pro 3880 Printer.

Pigment-based Epson Inks
Ultra Chrome K3 Ink Technology with Vivid Magenta

Print Permanence
Color: Up to 108 years

Black and White: Over 200 years

Limited Edition of 25 prints and 3 artist’s proofs, signed and 
numbered in verso.

Comment on the artist’s work by class instructor, 
Terence Ford

Photo Credit:  Noah Smith

Session SEVEN                                                                       April 2015  
    
When Will first showed our class his self-portrait image immediately after the 
birth of his son every marine in the room “got” what Will was presenting.  It was 
the moment when Session SEVEN became more than a photography class; the 
marines became a unit, bonded to one another by their shared struggles and 
strengths.  We became a family!   

“Staring at my newborn son, fresh from the womb, I noticed my memorial sweater in the 
background. It was a bittersweet moment for me to look back into the past and actually 
feel the suffering I endured. I am forever grateful for the 25 men who made the ultimate 
sacrifice so that I can live a life and nurture a new one.  I was born again on this day, on 
this day the suffering stopped and I was renewed. This is my self-portrait, this is me! 

Because of the fStop Warrior Project I am able to express myself in ways I couldn’t 
before. I can speak without speaking! Photography through fStop is very therapeutic and 

puts me where I belong… HERE not over THERE!”

Bittersweet William Makaafi
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ART THERAPY AND PTSD
According to the American Art Therapy Association, art can help 
combat veterans by allowing them different avenues to express feelings 
and experiences that are difficult to express verbally.

Art also can help veterans in:

• Reducing anxiety and mood disorders common to military personnel 
with PTSD

• Reducing behaviors that interfere with emotional and cognitive 
functioning

• Externalizing, verbalizing and resolving memories of traumatic events

• Reactivating positive emotions, self worth and self-esteem

Source: American Art Therapy Association

Photo credit: Terence Ford

ABOUT THE TUG MCGRAW FOUNDATION’S
 FSTOP WARRIOR PROJECT

www.fstopwarrior.org 

The Tug McGraw Foundation’s fStop Warrior Project is embedded 
in Camp Pendleton’s Wounded Warriors Battalion. The name refers 
to the f-stop, the camera’s manual setting for the aperture, which 
controls depth of field.

fStop is a 12 week photography program offered through the 
Tug McGraw Foundation. The course is offered as part of the 
rehabilitation program for wounded warriors and is an integral part 
of the Foundation’s efforts to support the recovery and transition 
of wounded, ill and injured veterans.  Led by the distinguished 
photographer, Terence Ford, the fStop Project’s highest priority is 
to enable service members to discover both vocational and creative 
aptitudes in support of a successful life transition.
 
Like many creative endeavors, learning digital photography as an 
adjunct to traditional therapies can help increase attention span, 
focus and concentration. Photography as a medium facilitates self-
expression and communication. The therapeutic value of teaching 
wounded warriors to express themselves through image making, 
rather than words, cannot be over emphasized.
 
Today, we continue to grow and expand the program. The fStop 
Project is in its third year at the Wounded Warrior Battalion at Camp 
Pendleton. Our goal is to further the program to other facilities across 
the country.

 #fstopwarrior

              Follow Us on Facebook
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We would also like to thank the following contributors for 
supporting the fStop Photography Program.

ISSA FAMILY
FOUNDATION

INSURANCE
License #0555411

Creative Artist Agency
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